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The certainty of connection
My approach to fieldwork draws from uncomplicated beginnings. I walk around taking photographs, 
sound recordings and video. That’s data coming inwards — conventional ways of recording —  
essentially objective ways of working. I sample. I take quantities of materials: rocks, twigs, botanical 
specimens in plant presses, soil in bags, labelling where they come from (quasi-scientific?). I draw. 
Perhaps not so scientific. I smell, I touch. I listen. Now that’s a bit different. Listening pulls back on 
any objectivity and reasserts receptivity. Bush listening starts to undermine the Western viewpoint 
that those who cannot speak, who cannot converse in English, are to be ignored. Even the quietest 
places are not silent; they just ask us to acknowledge other voices — and to slow down and attend 
to them much more acutely. One can expand attentiveness to a more active state again: the process 
of moving on from silence. To hear is to take heed — to hear other voices and then to act. This means 
grappling with the fundamentally difficult questions of how to converse with the many Others (sand, 
bushes, ants and other encounters) and how to negotiate the uneven field of power that results when 
we engage with more-than-human worlds. How do we hear, attend and respond to being nudged, 
pressed and jostled by those others?
I listen to human others. I read their knowledge, take their advice; try to see things through their 
eyes. I am grateful for the possibility of scientific knowledge to rigorously pull at our assumptions at 
the same time as I absorb the anecdote, the personal experience and acknowledge the deep-rooted 
beliefs of first cultures.  And then there is living knowledge from more-than-human worlds — other 
lives lived differently from your own and who go on living, well after you have traipsed by.  All these 
things make for richer, deeper encounters brought together as a mesh of perceptions and meanings. 
What builds up is an organic network of knowledges.

Left: Perdita Phillips, feral bee in the walkingcountry, from the series Walking around taking photographs, 2006, digital 
photograph 29.7 x 19.8 cm. 
Right: Perdita Phillips, Strandings: fieldwork/fieldwalking, 44 works in the walkingcountry: gloves, 2003-2006, documen-
tation: digital photograph 29.7 x 19.8 cm. 
Cover: Perdita Phillips, Strandings: fieldwork/fieldwalking, 44 works in the walkingcountry: 20 pairs of shoes, 2003-
2006, documentation: digital photograph (detail) 29.7 x 19.8 cm. 



In country, I am caught by small encounters that I find or create. Many years ago I stole the word 
‘eclogue’ to refer to these moments of aesthetic recognition/revelation in the landscape. The ephem-
eral eclogue is most often documented through photographs, so there is a conundrum in relying on 
a method that distances the viewer from the situation.
My work is often about the tensions between the ordinary and the extraordinary. There is too much 
wilderness in Western environmentalism and too much distancing sublime in orthodox Western art 
history; and not enough wildness, curiosity and wonder (Phillips, 2007). Heat, sweat, sunburn, thirst 
show that walking the field is a bodily process. Moreover, I listen through objects: more-than-human 
things brought to my attention through wild rhythms, and things from humans that are placed in the 
environment: things ‘stranded’ by others and things that I strand: books, a backpack, gloves, souvenirs, 
socks left behind. Things are then retrieved months or years later with the traces of weather histo-
ries, tree blood and insect attack. When taken together, these strand(ing)s form part of a complex 
whole that encompasses a myriad of smaller processes, thoughts and impressions.
When making from country I strive for a lightness of touch — realigning or reassembling elements, 
conversing and interacting rather than treating matters as dead things: I don’t want to lessen the 
agency of the materials. I want to be able to bring us close to the experience, but retain the sense 
of wild otherness of things-outside-ourselves. When working from the field, I want to get a sense in 
the gallery of the interdigitation of two different places. Translating one place to another is too limiting. 
Transformation, retaining differentness, is required: valuing the strange kinships that you find.
Today in this Anthropocene era we are surrounded by change in environments from local to global 
scales. Some of these changes are mild and expected in ecosystems but others are volatile and  
unprecedented.  The sheer complexity of the situation is a bind, but also a bonus, as there is always 
the certainty that nothing operates in isolation, and can be accounted for, somehwere in the mesh. 
Elsewhere (2012) I have written about how responding to change requires us to practice walking on 
uneven ground – walking with continual mindfulness and frequent adjustments. With my fieldwork, 
I look to walking and listening as hopeful processes, that assist us in dealing with uncertainty and 
change. 
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Above: Perdita Phillips, thong, Mardathuna Station,1990, one of the earliest 
eclogues (digital scan from slide, 35 x 23 cm).  
Left: Perdita Phillips, sketch for Impossible Containment -- it slips 

 sideways, 2016, birdcage and Great Sandy Desert sand.
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